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Abstract. The article discusses characteristics, fundamental and applied tasks of the Siberian Radioheliograph that is developed at the ISTP SB RAS Radio Astrophysical Observatory and spectropolarimetric complex that measures the total flux of solar radio emission.
The multiwave mapping of the Sun in the microwave
range is a powerful and relatively inexpensive, in comparison with space technologies, means of observing
solar activity processes and diagnosing plasma parameters. All-weather monitoring of electromagnetic solar
emission (in the range from meter to millimeter waves,
including measurements of the solar activity index at
2.8 GHz), and at the location of other diverse diagnostic

INTRODUCTION
Solar electromagnetic emission and plasma streams
are dominant external factors that determine the variability of properties of near-Earth space, which is actively
explored using state-of-the-art technologies. The main
impacts on near-Earth space are associated with recurrent
structures in the solar wind (fast solar wind streams from
coronal holes, corotation regions of fast and slow
streams), ionizing emission, hard radiation from solar
flares, radio bursts, coronal mass ejections (CMEs), and
solar energetic particles. The geoeffective impacts lead to
geomagnetic storms, ionospheric disturbances, and atmosphere heating, which in turn cause various practical
consequences: currents in pipelines and electrical networks, failures in civil and military communication and
navigation systems, electrostatic charging of spacecraft
surfaces, increased atmospheric drag, etc.
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facilities of the Heliogeophysical Complex, is of particular value. Radioheliograph data is necessary to develop
and implement methods of short-term forecast of solar
flares, measurements of kinematics and characteristics
of coronal mass ejection plasma, forecast of characteristics of fast solar wind streams.
Keywords: radioheliograph, Sun, magnetic fields,
monitoring, particle acceleration.

Research into energy release processes in the solar atmosphere — both gradual ones resulting in heating of the chromosphere and corona and sporadic
ones manifesting themselves in solar flares and
CMEs — consumes considerable material and intellectual resources. Continuous monitoring of solar
activity in 1–8 Å soft X-ray has been performed by
NASA with GOES satellites since 1977. The Sun is
observed with spacecraft such as SOHO [Domingo et
al., 1995], STEREO-A [Kaiser et al., 2008], Hinode
[Kosugi et al., 2007], SDO [Pesnell et al., 2012], IRIS
[de Pontieu et al., 2014], and Parker Solar Probe [Fox
et al., 2016]. Space-borne observations are supplemented
by data from the global network of large ground-based
solar-dedicated instruments.
In a radio frequency band, the continuous monitoring
of solar activity is carried out by the Radio Solar Telescope
Network (RSTN) [Kennewell, 1998] and e-Callisto
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[Benz et al., 2009]. Radio observations are important
and in some problems represent a unique source of information about solar activity processes. On the one
hand, they allow us to monitor and diagnose the current
state of solar activity in a wide range of time scales and
in a very large dynamic range of variations in emission
fluxes. On the other hand, the solar radio emission provides information about the nature of sources of effective emissions, which is necessary to develop a theory
of impulsive energy release on the Sun and algorithms
of its forecast.
Let us consider the basic factors of solar activity.
CMEs are closely related to solar flares and are initiated
by destabilization of magnetic flux ropes in the lower
corona and their ejection into the outer corona. The velocity of the ejected plasma can exceed 3000 km/s, and
the kinetic energy of the ejections is comparable with
the energy of powerful flares. CMEs can cause the severest disturbances of Earth’s magnetoplasma sheaths
and can lead to the appearance of solar cosmic rays,
accelerated by shock waves propagating ahead of them.
Radio observations make it possible to monitor CMEs
against the background of the solar disk, from the beginning of magnetic flux rope rise during its acceleration. It is important that in radio emission we can detect
both populations of ejected plasma — thermal and accelerated. One of the fundamental problems of understanding the nature of flares and CMEs is to elucidate
the contributions of processes in the flare region in the
lower corona and shock waves, formed at the fronts of
CMEs on their way to Earth, to the acceleration of solar
energetic particles [Zhang et al., 2007; Grechnev et al.,
2008, 2018; Chertok et al., 2015].
The most dynamic processes responsible for nearEarth space disturbances occur in the solar corona. Solar
flares produce hard electromagnetic emission and accelerated particles that deteriorate radiation conditions in
near-Earth space and pose hazard for spacecraft equipment and crew members. Intense electromagnetic emission and high-energy particles can directly affect the
ionosphere [Afraimovich et al., 2001, Tsurutani et al.,
2009, Yasyukevich et al., 2018]. Radio emission of
flares comprises two main components. The first of
them, mainly below 3 GHz, is generated by electrons
with energies of tens and hundreds of kiloelectronvolt
through coherent mechanisms, and the second component is emitted by electrons with energies up to several
megaelectronvolt through the incoherent gyrosynchrotron mechanism.
Of particular note are powerful solar bursts generated by coherent mechanisms in active regions, shock
waves, and flares. The intensity of their emission can be
as high as 10–16 W/(m2Hz) in the earth’s surface and
lead to disruptions of communication and navigation
systems, flashes on civil and military radars [Bala et al.,
2002; Knipp et al., 2016; Marqué et al., 2018]. In particular, there were events in which the emission intensity at 2800 MHz (F10.7 index) increased by two orders
of magnitude relative to the quiet-Sun level [Cerruti et
al., 2006]. Particularly noteworthy in this regard is the
generation of powerful narrowband bursts, so-called

spikes, in the corona [Fleishman, Melnikov, 1998;
Chernov, 2006; Treumann, 2006], characterized by a
sudden increase in emission by several orders of magnitude in a narrow band.
Electromagnetic emission of a powerful solar flare
in ultraviolet and X-rays reaches the vicinity of Earth
within eight minutes and causes sudden ionospheric
disturbances and radio blackouts lasting from a few
minutes to several hours. The radio interference can
last for more than ten hours. Proton precipitation in
polar regions is accompanied by absorption of radio
waves in the polar cap and communication failures for
a few days. These factors are precursors of a magnetospheric storm.
A significant contribution to disturbances in nearEarth space can be made by fast wind streams from coronal holes in the solar atmosphere and processes in regions
of their interaction with slow wind streams. Microwave
radio observations allow us to identify coronal holes on
the solar disk and forecast characteristics of generated
fluxes [Krieger et al., 1973; Tsurutani et al., 2006].
When studying energy release on the quiet Sun, a
topical problem is that of corona heating and especially of identifying sources of emission with a wavelength of 10.7 cm — a key index of solar activity
[Schonfeld et al., 2015].
The most important among the fundamental problems of solar physics is the magnetography of coronal
structures. Currently there is no doubt that an energy
source for dynamic processes in the solar corona is the
magnetic field. Variations in photospheric fields generate currents in the corona and form unstable magnetic
structures. Fast relaxation of their nonpotential energy
shows up as an impulsive energy release. Early identification of such configurations and monitoring of their
evolution will allow us to predict the time of initiation
of eruptive events and their power.
It should be noted that magnetic field strength and
direction significantly affect microwave emission characteristics. We can therefore observe anomalies in distributions of microwave sources in flare-productive active regions, which are caused by changes in the plasma
density and magnetic field during storage of nonpotential energy of magnetic fields, before powerful geoeffective flares. Differences between distributions of microwave sources in flare-productive active regions and typical configurations in quiet regions allowed researchers
[Tanaka, Enome, 1975; Maksimov et al., 1996; Smolkov et al., 2010] to develop a statistically sound algorithm for short-term forecast of powerful flares. The
elaboration of this method has demonstrated that the
forecast success rate increases if multi-frequency images of an evolving active region are analyzed [Smolkov
et al., 2009]. The method relies on relatively simple
morphological relationships and can be algorithmized
[Maksimov, Prosovetsky, 2005].
Uralov et al. [2006, 2008] have shown that the appearance of quasi-stationary sources above the inversion line of the radial magnetic component on radio
maps produced by SSRT and Nobeyama Radioheliograph (NoRH [Nakajima et al., 1994]) indicates the
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possibility of powerful flares in their vicinity. The appearance of such sources is attributed to the emergence
of a new magnetic flux to the atmosphere of the active
region and to the formation of a current sheet — their
connection with energy release sites in the corona has
been confirmed experimentally.
Indications of the possibility of detecting current
structures from data on the spectrum of active region
microwave emission have been found in [Tokhchukova,
Bogod, 2003]. Using these detailed observations of the
emission spectrum of active regions, obtained by the
multifrequency receiver of RATAN-600, the authors
have identified a number of new effects which can be
employed to develop algorithms for forecasting flare
productivity from radio data. In particular, if the polarization sign changes twice in a relatively narrow band of
the emission spectrum of a flare-productive active region, a flare is expected [Kaltman et al., 2005]. At RATAN-600, methods for short-term forecast of powerful
flares from features of structure and dynamics of microwave sources are also being developed [AbramovMaksimov et al., 2014].
In recent decades, it was established that CMEs
transfer so-called magnetic clouds to Earth, in which the
magnetic field direction drastically affects geoeffectiveness of solar wind disturbances. The problem of determining the structure of magnetic fields in the CME
source region is, therefore, crucial not only for the eruption forecast, but also for the assessment of the level of
subsequent geomagnetic disturbances, i.e. for the development of scientific bases for methods of geomagnetic
activity forecast [Grechnev et al., 2014].
Optical methods cannot be used to measure coronal
magnetic fields because for this purpose it is necessary
to isolate magnetoactive emission lines of the optically
thin corona against the bright solar disk [Stenflo,
2010]. New-generation solar infrared telescopes will
use infrared coronal lines, but in this case measurements will be effective only over the solar limb
[Tritschler et al., 2016]. Nowadays, eruptive events are
interpreted using methods for calculating magnetic
fields in potential and nonlinear force-free approximations. As observed boundary conditions the magnetograms obtained in optically thick photospheric layers
are utilized (see, e.g., [Rudenko, Myshyakov, 2009]).
This approach provides only a first approximation
since it ignores current sheets — key elements of flare
energy release — and does not consider the evolution
of magnetic configuration.
Magnetic fields in the corona can be measured
from characteristics of solar radio emission since the
contribution of the coronal emission in this range is
significant as compared to photospheric and chromospheric emissions [Akhmedov et al., 1982]. Radio
magnetography methods are based on the welldeveloped theory of bremsstrahlung and gyroresonance emission mechanisms and on the circular polarization reversal effects when the emission propagates
through regions with so-called quasi-transverse magnetic fields.

It is necessary to bear in mind that the measured radio spectra include the contribution of emission layers
along the line of sight with different optical thickness.
The correct interpretation of observations of coronal
structures therefore requires a three-dimensional model
of sources consistent with all available observational
data in different spectral ranges — not only in the radio
range, but also in X-rays and in the extreme ultraviolet..
Efficiency of routine diagnostics of magnetic fields
of active regions with the aid of multiwave microwave
observations has been demonstrated in studies based on
RATAN-600 observations (see [Kaltman et al., 2005;
Kaltman et al., 2013, 2015] and references therein),
using a 112-channel receiving spectral complex with an
operating frequency band from 0.756 to 18.2 GHz. Unfortunately, the RATAN-600 knife-edge beam pattern
restricts the capabilities of the coronal magnetography,
based on data from this instrument.
To date, the diagnostic potential of radio methods is
hampered by lack of adequate instrumentation. Modern
radio astronomical observations of the Sun should be
based on data from multiwave radioheliographs, which
can measure radio emission spectra with a spatial resolution sufficient to identify the main coronal elements of
active regions in solar images, i.e. magnetic loops as
small as several arcseconds. The temporal resolution
should ensure the detection of individual events of flare
energy release that can be as short as 1 s. Observations
with radioheliographs should be supplemented by data
from spectropolarimeters of the total solar emission,
which are used to extend the frequency range of observations at high spectral resolution.
Advances in electronic and computer technologies
of the last decade have opened up opportunities to construct radio telescopes with necessary characteristics.
The concept of the Frequency Agile Solar Radiotelescope (FASR) with record parameters in spatial, temporal, and frequency resolution proposed by U.S. scientists in 1999 [Gary et al., 2001] has encouraged Chinese
(Mingantu Spectral Radioheliograph, MUSER [Yan et
al., 2009]) and Russian scientists (Siberian Radioheliograph, SRH [Lesovoi et al., 2012]) to develop similar
projects, which are now at various stages of implementation. In U.S., the FASR concept is used to gradually
supplement the Expanded Owens Valley Solar Array
(EOVSA, [Gary et al., 2018a]).
Also noteworthy are some modern radio telescopes
that are occasionally used to address problems of solar
physics: Very Large Array (VLA, USA), LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR), Atacama Large Millimeter
Array (ALMA). First multi-frequency data is available
now from two new instruments at two-dimensional
resolution — SRH prototype [Lesovoi et al., 2017] and
EOVSA [Gary et al., 2018b]. We can expect an unprecedented increase in the use of the microwave diagnostics of active regions and solar flares, which will lead to
a qualitatively new understanding of the nature of solar
activity processes.
In this paper, we discuss the Siberian Radioheliograph developed at ISTP SB RAS.
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1.

data from SRH and accompanying spectropolarimeters
of total solar emission:
 measurements of the total flux of radio emission
at 10.7 cm, which is a conventional solar activity index;
 short-term forecast of powerful solar flares in
advance of two to three days;
 monitoring of solar radio emission in a wide
range, including operating frequencies of different
ground-based instruments such as radars, navigation and
communication systems;
 diagnostics of geoeffective parameters of solar
flares;
 providing original data for Russian and international centers for solar activity monitoring.

SIBERIAN
RADIOHELIOGRAPH

The Siberian Radioheliograph (SRH) is developed
according to RF Government Decree No. 522 of April
28, 2018 at the ISTP SB RAS Radio Astrophysical Observatory, which allows us to make observations with
SRH in combination with the existing instruments and
to use the observatory infrastructure (available housing,
communications, transport). The observatory is at 220
km from Irkutsk (51°45′33″ N, 102°13′08″ E). The
choice of the site is determined, above all, by the existing infrastructure of the Radio Astrophysical Observatory and low level of RF interference due to its isolated
location from major population centers.
The SRH concept and objective have been developed under the leadership of A.T. Altyntsev and S.V.
Lesovoi at the ISTP SB RAS Radio Astrophysical Department. Researchers of the department have
extensive experience of operating and upgrading the
Siberian Solar Radio Telescope (SSRT) with the 256antenna array with a baseline of 622 m [Smolkov et al.,
1986; Grechnev et al., 2003]. SSRT radio maps at a
frequency of 5.7 GHz were used in many Russian and
international projects on the study of signs of flare
productivity of active regions and mechanisms of coronal heating in coronal holes, where high-speed solar wind
streams are formed, etc. SSRT has provided new
knowledge about the nature and kinematics of CME,
mechanisms of primary energy release and particle acceleration in solar flares.
In developing the concept, we have formulated the
following topical scientific problems that will be solved
with the aid of SRH:
 configurations and strengths of coronal magnetic
fields in active regions, flare loops, CMEs, and the quiet
Sun’s atmosphere;
 diagnostics of magnetoplasma characteristics and
accelerated particles in regions of energy release;
 identification of electron acceleration mechanisms, flare plasma heating, and energy transport and
transformations in the solar atmosphere;
 detection and investigation of wave processes
and shock waves in the solar atmosphere;
 study of the evolution of large-scale structures in
the solar atmosphere with time scales of the order of the
solar cycle;
 development of methods for indexing solar activity based on characteristics of radio emission;
 development of new instruments for monitoring
solar activity in radio frequency band.
The full use of the potential of radio observations
requires a comprehensive research methodology relying
on the most modern tools of 3D modeling, which requires observational data from other observation ranges
(X-ray, ultraviolet, etc.), correct methods for reconstructing the coronal magnetic field, tried and tested
models of chromosphere and corona heating, optimized
methods for rapid calculation of parameters of electromagnetic emission.
The applied problems that will be addressed using

1.1. Technical characteristics of SRH
SRH is an interferometer designed to produce solar
images in the 3–24 GHz frequency range in both circularly-polarized components. The field of view of the
radioheliograph should exceed the size of the solar
disk, thus restricting the diameter of individual antennas. The interferometer consists therefore of three separate antenna arrays for 3–6, 6–12,12–24 GHz frequency bands (Figure 1) with antenna diameters of 3,
1.8, and 1 m respectively. The numbers of antennas in
the arrays are 129, 192, 207. T-shaped antenna arrays
for 3–6 and 6–12 GHz frequency ranges are equidistant, and in the 12–24 GHz antenna array the spacing
between outer antennas is increased relative to the central antennas. The altazimuth antenna mounting will
ensure the observable object tracking accuracy not
lower than 5 arcmin.
The choice of redundant T-shaped arrays is determined by i) the possibility of using the redundancy in
calibrations of the antenna gains in such arrays, and ii)
the high sensitivity required for spectral polarization
measurements the radioheliograph would perform. In
determining the maximum interferometer base, we took
into account that the spatial resolution of microwave
solar observations is limited by emission scattering by
small-scale plasma fluctuations in the corona [Bastian,
1994; Altyntsev et al., 1996; Chashei et al., 2006]. According to these works, the apparent size of a point-like
solar source at ~6 GHz is at least 5 arcsec.
Maps with a higher spatial resolution will be available in studying bright flare sources with the Chinese
MUSER radioheliograph with a 0.4–15 GHz operating

Figure 1. Schematic arrangement of antenna arrays of the
Siberian Radioheliograph
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frequency range, which is currently under construction
in Inner Mongolia [Yan et al., 2009]. When studying
bright flare sources, high-sensitivity SRH observations
at higher frequencies would be supplemented by Chinese data of a higher spatial resolution (see Table 1).
Fiber-optic links are used to transmit antenna signals
to the working building. Each link has an optical modulator, an optical fiber, and an optical demodulator.
Receiving systems of the arrays are independent and
consist of analog and digital blocks. The analog block
converts optical signals from antennas into microwave
signals, amplifies them and downconverts to the first

intermediate frequency. Functions of the digital block of
the receiving system are to convert the signal into digital form, to form the operating frequency band, to compensate a geometric delay, to perform fringe stopping,
and to form quadrature signals I and Q. Digital receivers
are controlled via a local computer network.
Data acquisition and storage software controls the
observational mode of the radioheliograph according to
the schedule specified in configuration files; provides
the graphics user interface to monitor the state of the
SRH systems and the observational modes;
Table 1

SRH main parameters

Frequency
band,
GHz

Spatial
resolution,
arcsec

3–6
6–12
12–24

15–30
12–24
7–13

Temporal
resolution in
singlefrequency
imaging mode

Spectral
resolution,
MHz

Dynamic
range
for the input signal power, dB

accumulation
time up to 0.1 s

10

30

provide visualization of the data and its storage in the
FITS format. The control of the observational mode involves managing the list of operating frequencies. To
observe fast processes, a small number of frequencies
with 1-s imaging interval are chosen. To measure quasistationary structures such as active regions with a high
spectral resolution, a longer (e.g. 1-minute) imaging interval is set.
The antenna arrays will be put into regular operation by
stages. In 2020, we plan to start observations in the 3–6
GHz band, then to put into operation the 12–24 GHz array,
and finally the 6–12 GHz array.

1.2. Total flux spectropolarimeters
Multiwave SRH observations would be supplemented
by total flux spectra of polarized solar emission in the
range from short centimeter to meter wavelengths.
The S-band spectropolarimeter measures the intensity I
and circular polarization V. The whole observing frequency
range will be divided into two bands served by antennas of
different diameters (Table 2).
Table 2
Antenna diameters, m
Frequency band, GHz
Frequency resolution, MHz
Dynamic range, dB
Temporal resolution, s

1 and
3
3–24
10
60
0.1

This spectropolarimeter is designed to monitor solar
emission with a high spectral and temporal resolution in
a wide frequency range sufficient to detect narrowband
spikes. Spectropolarimeter data will also be used for
calibration of SRH data, especially during strong microwave bursts.
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Dynamic
range
of images,
dB
23
23
20

Flux-density sensitivity
(accumulation time of 0.1 s
in single-frequency
imaging mode),
W/(m2 Hz)
40·10–26
70·10–26
250·10–26

The main purpose of the VHF–UHF spectropolarimeter is to monitor CME emission and RF interference
level in the frequency bands of GPS, GLONASS, Beidou, and Galileo navigation satellite networks (1100–
1610 MHz). In the VHF band, a log-periodic antenna
with perpendicular vibrators and aligned centers is employed.
Total-flux measurements, e.g. at 2.8 GHz, can be
used as solar activity indices (Table 3).
Table 3
Frequency band, MHz
Dynamic range, dB
Temporal resolution, s
The number of frequency channels

50–3000
40
0.1
500

1.3. Technological groundwork and tests
of radioheliograph systems
The multiwave radioheliograph would not be designed without multi-year engineering development carried out by the ISTP SB RAS team. Technical solutions
and devices of the multiwave radioheliograph were tested in situ, using interferometer prototypes in a frequency
band of 4 to 8 GHz whose antennas were installed on
SSRT mounts. The first prototype consisting of ten antennas located at outer SSRT posts with a maximum
baseline of 622.3 m started working in 2010 [Lesovoi et
al., 2012]. We tested solutions for designing systems of
data collection in fiber lines, broadband feed elements,
local oscillators, analog and digital receivers, correlator.
This prototype was used for regular solar observations and
provided new results. In particular, the experiments
showed a significant effect of variations in size of
sources with frequency on the form of integrated microwave spectra of flares [Altyntsev et al., 2012].

Multiwave Siberian Radioheliograph

The next stage was the 48-antenna radioheliograph,
which commenced observations in 2016. Its design and
first results are presented in [Lesovoi et al., 2017;
Lesovoi, Kobets, 2018; Lesovoi et al., 2014; Grechnev et
al., 2018; Fedotova et al., 2018]. SRH-48 was developed
under the Federal Target Program "Development and
elaboration of a system to monitor geophysical conditions over the territory of the Russian Federation for
2008–2015". Antennas of SRH-48 are installed on SSRT
mounts near the center of the array with a longest baseline of 107.4 m (Figure 2). Besides elaborating technical
issues, the development of SRH-48 allowed us to start
designing software for image reconstruction and methods
of their calibration. SRH-48 has started regular monitoring of solar activity with online presentation of observational data on the Internet (Figure 3). The test results and
the first scientific results obtained using the prototypes
have confirmed the validity of the chosen solutions and
have assured that parameters of this instrument will correspond to the desired ones.

The operation of the radioheliograph and solar activity are
monitored using the correlation curves that represent the
sum of cross-correlation functions of signals from all antenna pairs [Lesovoi, Kobets, 2017]. The cross-correlation is
roughly proportional to the solar flux at a given frequency.
The correlation curves in Figure 3 obtained at 32 frequencies on May 6, 2019 demonstrate that a ground-based instrument can detect solar flares as weak as GOES C class or
even lower. Correlation curves and solar images produced
by SRH-48 at all operating frequencies are posted in real
time on the web page [http://badary.iszf.irk.ru/srCorrPlot.php]. In particular, the sets of images allow one to
locate an eruptive event on the Sun, which is important to
assess its expected space-weather impact.
Figure 4 exemplifies the observation of an eruptive
filament. Despite the low spatial resolution of SRH-48, it
provides images that reproduce the shape of the eruptive
filament, which was also observed by the Japanese Nobeyama Radioheliograph at a higher frequency and by
the ultraviolet telescope AIA on board NASA’s Solar
Dynamics Observatory (SDO). SRH-48 observations of
plasma ejections are presented in [Fedotova et al., 2018;
Grechnev et al., 2018]. After completion of the SRH
construction, its beam size at 6 GHz will be close to that
of the Nobeyama Radioheliograph shown in Figure 4.
The SRH spatial resolution will be high enough to discern the structure of ejections, while estimates of their
plasma density and temperature distributions can be obtained from SRH spectra.

1.4. Measurements of total flux spectra

Figure 2. Part of the antenna array SRH-48. Antenna diameter is 1.8 m; distance between antennas is 4.9 m. The larger
remote white antennas belong to the SSRT array. Signals from
the SRH antennas are transmitted via fiber links in the tunnel to
the working building visible behind the antennas

Total flux spectropolarimeters readily detect solar
flares and evaluate their intensity. The appearance of
weak radio bursts is one of the most important predictors
of powerful flares. Important characteristics of the spectropolarimetric observations are their all-weather performance capability and relative cheapness as compared
to satellite observations. The round-the-clock total flux
measured by RSTN [Kennewell, 1998] at frequencies of
245, 410, 610, 1415, 2695, 4995, 8800, 15400 MHz with
a time resolution of 1 s is available on the Website
[https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov]. Total flux measurements
at the Nobeyama Observatory [Torii et al., 1979; Nakajima et al., 1985] in intensity and circular polarization at 1,
2, 3.75, 9.4, 17, and 35 GHz and only in intensity at 80
GHz with a routine time resolution of 1 s and 0.1 s during strong bursts are available on the Website
[https://solar.nro.nao.ac.jp/norp]. In both cases, the data
is not available in real time. In the VLF range (generally
45–870 MHz), the global network e-CALLISTO is deployed to monitor CMEs [Benz et al., 2009].
At the Radio Astrophysical Observatory, SRH-48 observations are accompanied by spectropolarimeters with
operating frequency bands 2–24 GHz (16 channels, 1.6 s
temporal interval) and 4–8 GHz (26 channels, 10 ms)
[Muratov, 2011; Zhdanov, Zandanov, 2015].

Figure 3. Correlation curves of SRH-48 recorded at 32 frequencies at 4–8 GHz on May 06, 2019. Upper curves show
intensity variations (frequencies increasing from top to bottom); lower curves, circular polarization variations. Responses
to M1.0 (05:10), C1.7 (07:23), C2.0 (08:41) flares and intervals
of amplitude calibrations at 00:45 and 06:20 are shown. Time
refers to UTC
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Figure 4. Rise of a filament over the solar limb on April 24, 2017 (03:10 UT). Panels 1–3 present images taken with SRH-48
at 4.5–6.0 GHz, Nobeyama at 17 GHz, and SDO/AIA at a wavelength of 304 Å. Frame size is 400×400 arcsec. Ovals indicate
beams of interferometers at corresponding frequencies

to calculate spectral characteristics of the structures of interest in the intervals specified. In studies that will use
data from multiwave radioheliographs, employment is
intended for 3D modeling tools, which will implement
methods of reconstructing magnetic field in the corona,
approved models of chromospheric and coronal heating,
and optimized methods for quick calculation of electromagnetic emission spectra in intensity and polarization.
Interactive methods for modeling radio spectrum
from solar images are developed considering dominant
radio emission mechanisms, i.e. gyroresonance, gyrosynchrotron, and bremsstrahlung [Fleishman et al.,
2019; Gary et al., 2019]. Parameters of thermal plasma
and accelerated electrons are set to make model emission distributions in radio, ultraviolet, and X-rays close
to available observations. The model parameters are
found by achieving the best fit between the 3D model
and observed 2D radio maps at different frequencies. By
repeating this procedure, it will be possible to obtain
evolving distributions of parameters of magnetic field
and accelerated electrons in flare loops. This will for the
first time enable us to examine the evolution of the
magnetic field in flares, magnetic energy storage and
relaxation, initiation of eruptive events.

The spectropolarimeters, whose characteristics are
listed in Section 1.2, will be constructed using modern
hardware components. Their data will provide solar
activity indices for models of the magnetosphere and
ionosphere. Besides the well-known F10.7 index, of
practical interest is, for example, F30, which is better
correlated with atmospheric drag of satellites in low
orbits (< 1000 km) [Yaya et al., 2017].

1.5. Data analysis techniques
The effective use of SRH data requires algorithms
for the analysis of large solar image sequences at dozens
of frequencies in the 3–24 GHz range. To ensure a
widespread use of the data, the website will present correlation curves and solar images at selected frequencies
in real time. The basic techniques have been tried and
tested using SRH-48 data. In Figure 5 is the web page
[http://badary.iszf.irk.ru/srhCorrPlot.php] with correlation curves obtained at 32 frequencies in the 4–8 GHz
range in intensity (R+L) and circular polarization (R–L).
On the right are raw images at the moment of observation. The web page is updated every few minutes.
To provide remote access to SRH observations, data
archives, catalogs, and software packages will be developed in Python to synthesize and deconvolve images and

Figure 5. Website [http://badary.iszf.irk.ru/srhCorrPlot.php] during observation on July 7, 2019. Correlation dependences at
32 frequencies in the 4–8 GHz range in intensity (R+L) and circular polarization (R–L). On the right are raw images at the time
of observation
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Technologies for 3D modeling of dynamic coronal
structures in the solar atmosphere, based on microwave
data, are developed by ISTP SB RAS, a number of Russian institutes (SAO RAS, Ioffe Institute, St. Petersburg
State University), and by the solar team at the New Jersey Institute of Technology [Fleishman et al., 2019;
Gary et al., 2019; Kuznetsov, Kontar, 2015]. The use of
the models will allow us to radically improve the forecast and diagnostics of geoeffective eruptive events
such as solar flares and CMEs [Fleishman, Kuznetsov,
2010; Wang et al., 2015; Fleishman et al., 2018].
The next important field for the use of SRH data is
the study of energy release processes in the solar atmosphere, both gradual, which are responsible for
chromospheric and coronal heating, and sporadic,
which are manifested in flares and CMEs. Radio observations supplement measurements in hard X-rays
with data on accelerated particles, being sensitive to
structures, whose low plasma density is typical of the
corona. SRH data is promising in addressing the following problems: triggers of flares and CMEs, mechanisms of heating and particle acceleration in flares,
CME acceleration, magnetic reconnection rates and
characteristic scales of elementary acts of energy release, plasma parameters in coronal holes, where the
high-speed solar wind originates.
Due to the uniformity and wide dynamic range, data provided by radioheliographs is promising for studies of the patterns that govern power, spatial and temporal distributions of energy release processes. In particular, the analysis of scattering of microwave emission in the lower corona has revealed the flicker character of the power spectra of turbulent plasma density
perturbations in regions, where solar wind streams
were formed [Chashei et al., 2006]. Of considerable
interest is data on the evolution of large-scale magnetic
structures on time scales exceeding the solar cycle
[Shibasaki, 2013]. The study of self-organization of
solar phenomena is crucial for the determination of the
lead time of their reliable forecast. Figure 6 shows a
synoptic radio brightness distribution obtained from
SSRT daily full-disk intensity images at 5.7 GHz. The
so-called Maunder butterflies show up which reflect
the progressive drift toward the equator of active regions during solar cycle 23.

CONCLUSION
Multi-frequency imaging of the Sun in microwaves
is a powerful and relatively inexpensive means to
monitor solar activity processes and diagnose plasma
parameters as compared to space technologies. Radio
observations become especially important in the next
decade when possibilities of space-borne spectral observations in hard X-rays and gamma-rays would be
limited.
The main problems addressed using multiwave radioheliographs are the formation of unstable coronal
magnetic configurations and their impulsive relaxation,
identification of acceleration mechanisms (quasi-static
electric fields, stochastic acceleration, and shock
waves), evaluation of the contributions of energy and
particle transfer effects (trapping of particles in magnetic structures, scattering and acceleration of particles in
interactions with turbulence, heating of coronal and
chromospheric regions of the solar atmosphere).
A large number of governmental institutions and
commercial firms in Russia are interested in accurate
prompt reports on heliogeophysical and space weather
conditions. The absence of a domestic space-borne and
ground-based complex for continuous monitoring of
solar activity complicates the situation. This fact determines the dependence of Russia on foreign (mainly U.S.
and EU) systems that monitor the processes on the Sun
and in near-Earth space. In this respect, the all-weather
monitoring of electromagnetic solar emission (from
meter to millimeter wave bands, including measurements of the solar activity index at 2.8 GHz) at the location of various diagnostic instruments of the Heliogeophysical complex is of particular value. Methods for
short-term forecast of solar flares, measurements of
CME kinematical characteristics and parameters of their
plasma, forecast of characteristics of fast solar wind
streams will be developed.
Development and construction of a complex of new
large experimental facilities with advanced capabilities
will allow world-class research in this field and establish strategic groundwork for 20–30 years. Implementation of breakthrough projects relying on the unique observational data will attract leading and young specialists from Russia and abroad.
The work was performed with budgetary funding of
Basic Research program II.16.3.2. "Nonstationary and
wave processes in the solar atmosphere", the project
"Primary energy release and turbulence in solar flares"
under RAS Presidium Basic Research program KP 19-270
"Space: research into fundamental processes and their relationships", and supported by the Russian Science Foundation under grant 18-12-00172.
The experimental data were obtained using the
Unique Research Facility Siberian Solar Radio Telescope [http://ckp-rf.ru/usu/73606].
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